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@NAVIToff follows 700+ Protest Groups, Journalists, politicians, media, and industry & people in the UK, Ireland, & the world. It
links to local and global Renewables views. We support Challenge NAVITUS and local Residents Associations and organisations.
250+ Tweets form a valuable archive of facts and opinions on all aspects of Wind Farms.
Only Politicians can affect the decision process to allow NAVITUS to proceed.
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ECOLOGICAL IMPACT PROBLEMS WITH NAVITUS
BIRDS: Key points.
Expanded in the Overview (4pp) &Detailed in published works (10 pp).

1. The House of Commons & the House of Lords
These are the only bodies which have any power to change energy policy or legislation. This series
of documents is compiled to assist in forming well founded opinions.
2. NAVITUS is the worst placed wind farm in England, causing the greatest damage to immigrant, passing,
wintering and breeding birds.
3. Ecological damage is cumulative and may not be treated as annual statistics.
4. Whole ecologies change due to bird kills. Wind farms of the Altamont Pass range, California,
eliminated Eagles and cut other raptors leaving the hillsides infested with rattlesnakes and rats. Bird
kill by NAVITUS will have widespread impacts.
5. Big Turbines kill more birds. US statistics and 3D vortex modelling show this clearly. NAVITUS can
make several species ‘endangered’.
6. ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FAILURES
The following are organisations heavily biased in favour of wind farms and cannot give a fair or
open assessment:
a. DEFRA: Ecological impact takes a back seat to commercial interests. Even then, DEFRA has
inflicted terrible damage on farming, agriculture and fisheries.
b. ENVIRONMENT AGENCY: No environment is truly safe from such bureaucracies – ancient
woodlands, hedgerows, forests, or wetlands. Tasmania may delist a UN World Heritage Forest
site.
c. RSPB: Supports renewable energy projects above birds to preserve environments of the
distant future. The RSPB is failing in its stated mission.
d. NATURAL ENGLAND: This is but a licencing agency with no responsibility for setting the rules.
Ontario has issued 25 year licences for wind farms to kill Golden Eagles.
These are the appointed assessors for Ecological concerns.
7. PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS for DECC
Nothing about offshore wind farms can be challenged by Councils, MPs, MEPs, or the public.
All decisions are to be made by DECC and the Minister of State alone. Project studies are only
released at the convenience of the developer. DECC is an autocracy for this purpose.
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OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED WORK ON BIRDS V TURBINES.
NAVITUS will strongly impact and damage Bird Life and Marine Life from the Isle of Wight to
Weymouth and inland to the many nature reserves. This area is the major breeding, migrating and wintering
zone for many Bird species on the whole South Coast. Many of these depend on Poole Harbour and the river
mouths and shorelines for food. Bird and marine life are closely linked. The studies and reports by Eneco/EdF
are superficial and do not work through the real issues and probabilities.
Damaging a single species is like pulling a block in a Stackit game. Each one weakens the structure till
it finally collapses. Ecological damage is a cumulative process. Judgements should not rest on a single species
or genus but on a well understood assessment of the whole ecology.
A prime example of the real impact of wind turbines on an ecology is the elimination of eagles,
reduction of smaller raptors, and the retreat of mountain lions from the Altamont Pass, just east of my old
nuclear lab in Livermore California. Small 10-50kW turbines were erected in the 70s and have now grown to
extensive wind farms of very tall 2-3MW units. Small populations of Eagles, at the top of the food chain need
plenty of birds and animals on which to prey. Each one killed by a turbine would also kill one or two chicks or
break up a breeding pair. They have now all gone. The ground is infested with a rampant ecology of
rattlesnakes and rats. The subsidies for wind turbines have risen with the height, as has the kill rate, now 10
times that of the 10kW machines. There is no overall benefit to California from these windfarms.
NAVITUS is close enough to count as an inshore wind farm. Eagles are being killed in Scotland but here
in the south the raptor in danger is the Peregrine Falcon. The Peregrine is the world’s fastest bird, able to dive
and strike its prey in mid air at 200mph. They like high perches and tall windmills can be an attraction.
The maps below, produced by the authoritative British Trust for Ornithology in their British Bird Atlas
2007-2011, show them breeding and wintering on the Purbecks and the Isle of Wight, their favourite areas
on the south coast. The birds hunt for pigeons and other prey over a 50 mile radius. The Purbeck birds fly to
the Isle of Wight where the less industrial farming provides food for many birds.
You may find a pile of pigeon
feathers in your garden where a
Peregrine has removed the wings
and feathers and dressed the carcass
to take it to the nest. Their flight
paths take them close to and across
the NAVITUS wind farm area – which
could expand after the first phase is
built, though much of the area has
been returned to Crown Estates as
unsuitable.

Breeding

Wintering
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The NAVITUS wind farm straddles the migration path of many birds which find their first food in the Nature
reserves here. The planned total of 15000 large turbines for the rest of England present a thicket of turbines
for these birds.
The renowned naturalist Jonathan McGowan at the Bournemouth Natural Science Society provides an
accurate and passionate account of the likely impact of NAVITUS. Here are a few
of the affected birds to be seen close up in the BNSS Museum Room:
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The Wind Turbine Challenge
The large wind mills proposed, with wing tips at 500-600 ft. above sea level, rotating at up to 200mph,
are far above the Purbeck heights of up to 150 ft, with a swept area down to 70 ft. The great height presents
an attractive perch as the turbines will often be stationary The
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turbulent vortices from the blades run downwind for several miles creating a hurricane strength,
invisible storm wake. The pictures below show some computer simulations of the wake patterns of vorticity,
the swirl and twist of the air. They occupy huge volumes. The last
picture is a smoke painted view of real vortices behind a landing
747. Large aircraft have actually crashed by landing to soon after
a previous aircraft. The jet engines are tiny compared with a 5MW
wind turbine but generate 25-50 MW of power. The surface of the
sea reflects vortices as shown in the first picture, negating the idea
that the 70 ft gap to the lowest wingtip ensures that low flying
species will not be affected.
Peregrines mate for life, about 15 years, and produce 3-5
chicks each year, of which 1-2 survive to adulthood. Every falcon
killed will break up a breeding pair and kill 3-5 chicks in the breeding season. Over the 25 years of service life
of a wind farm a chain of 25-50 Peregrines would be cut from the population for each adult death, which
illustrates the cumulative impact of such damage. It is not necessary to kill all the eagles or peregrines for the
birds to leave an area, changing the local ecology and reducing the territory of the species. This is a step from
‘widespread’ towards ‘endangered’.
Bird Collision Rates with Wind Turbines.
An Oklahoma State University study found that 3-8 birds are killed per onshore turbine per year. The
kill rate increases 10 fold by height from 36m to 80 m turbines in the study, arising from the swept area and
tip speed of the blades.
From the position of NAVITUS on the south coast we may expect an annual kill rate from 200 turbines
of about 3000 birds, and a population hit over 25 years of 75000.
For migrating and passing birds and falcons which spread out across England in the summer, the
numbers should be multiplied by another factor of 75 to account for the planned 15000 onshore turbines
across the land.
The UK Wind project will cull up to 5,625,000 from English bird populations. It is just such cumulative
impacts which have driven Eagle away from the Altamont Pass region in California.
GOVERNMENT AND OTHER VIEWS OF ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT.
1. DEFRA & THE ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
No UK wind farm planning applications have been denied solely on environmental grounds. These
organisations are ambivalent and confused by too many issues and weak guiding principles about many
environmental and ecological assessments and fall inevitably in line with industrial considerations like ‘jobs’
and ‘growth’. Contrary evidence is dismissed or judged to be of low significance. Relevant documents are
withheld on various grounds of confidentially or further internal review. These agencies of government have
simply lost any measure of trust or expectation of open and fair dealing.
Housing is built on flood plains, wind turbines devalue nearby homes by 20-50% but this is denied, regulation
of public utilities is ineffective, and decisions on livestock, ancient woodland, fisheries, and intensive farming
have been catastrophic.
The Environmental Assessment process for NAVITUS carries much too small a weight in planning decision and
comes too late in the process to be seen as a critical piece of the evaluation. The ‘information’

Evaluators for NAVITUS Wildlife & Environment Assessments:
2. RSPB
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The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds has lost understanding of its stated mission since recent
management changes. They have said that:
‘The RSPB supports renewable energy proposals, including offshore wind parks, because the biggest
threat to our global environment is climate change. But we need to make sure they are in the right place.’
Earlier versions of this statement went further to say that renewable energy would preserve the global
environment and it is better to lose some birds now to guarantee survival in the future.
Writing for The Guardian last year, the Head of Climate Change for the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds waxed poetic about the future of Gen II bioenergy:
‘We want to see a brave new world where every ounce of food waste and sewage goes into anaerobic
digesters that produce green gas for our homes. Where local woodlands are brought back into
management and the wood clearings are used to provide heating for schools and hospitals, and where
steelworks are powered by combined heat and power stations using wood waste.
It is right for every ecological organisation to consider the impacts of climate change but they should
react against large scale renewable systems which will clearly damage their mission. The RSPB has
abandoned large scale protection of birds.’
The RSPB has no professional expertise outside of the behaviour of birds and should not base policy
on personal, mangled interpretations of Climate Change science or Wind Farm technology. Their sole and
primary responsibility is to protect birds and they are now failing comprehensively to do this. They are
colluding with the politics of government energy policy and are in no way an independent expert body.
3. NATURAL ENGLAND
Natural England is a government Agency reporting to DECC on compliance with existing laws
and licencing of industrial or other activity which may affect endangered or protected species. It is a
bureaucracy like HM Customs and Excise.
There is no consideration within the NEA about how a species becomes endangered. This
categorisation only happens by appeal from experts who may have observed some large population
crash and identified possible or probable causes. This is as if NHS patient care only begins when you
enter intensive care.
The NEA cannot evaluate an Environmental Assessment except for its legal position regarding licences.
4. The British Trust for Ornithology (BTO).
This Trust collects and interprets more bird data than any other UK organisation. It has not taken any
political position on renewable energy systems and is the only trustworthy organisation which could
comment on any assessments made on the impact of NAVITUS on birds.
We have made it plain that the Assessment provided by NAVITUS should not be the only one in any
full and open review. We hope that the BTO could be asked to take up this review.
5. Public Consultations.
These may be required by DECC for any Wind Farm but are set up and run by the energy
company concerned. The DECC regulatory framework only allows certain questions to be addressed
and provides no funding for opponents to gather expert witness testimony or do any investigation of
the projects or their sponsors. Energy companies can carry forward all their project planning and
public consultation costs to be recovered from operating subsidies.
Since Offshore Wind Farms are on areas owned by the Crown Estate, nothing about them can
be directly challenged by onshore bodies such as Councils, MPs or MEPs.
The only challenges permitted are about onshore impacts on local business and the
environment or on other marine activities.
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It is allowed to argue about the View of the wind farm from the shore, but since Local Planning
does not assign any rights to a view of anything onshore it seems that the basic principle is that we
have no right to a view. Such protests or arguments are therefore moot.
6. The House of Commons and the House of Lords

These are the only bodies which can really affect government energy policy
and the behaviour of DECC. The only way for the public to affect these bodies is by
large scale public opposition to policies felt to be wrong.

ARTICLES ON
THE IMPACT OF NAVITUS ON BIRDS

1. Bird Deaths & Wind Farms, Jonathan McGowan, Naturalist, Bournemouth
Natural Science Society.
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Bird deaths and Wind Farms.
The implications for the proposed NAVITUS Bay Wind Farm.
Jonathan McGowan
Bournemouth Natural Science Society
The idea that wind farms are universally green and good for the environment is a misconception. Certainly
small scale turbines with collision precautions are fine, as long as they have lights on day and night to protect
small birds and bats from entering the rotor area, but huge scale wind turbines are now known to be very
destructive to birds, especially off shore turbines in large groups. One report suggested that over 160,000
geese had been chopped up just in a few weeks, several golden eagles and thousands of other small birds,
many of which were never found because they were picked up by scavengers or predators. The idea of having
such a huge offshore wind farm off the Dorset coast will undoubtedly spell disaster for bird life.
The very place where the turbines are planned in Poole Bay is right in line with the migratory path of many
migratory bird species. Many birds migrate at night and so will not see the turbines even if they can hear
something unusual instinct cannot tell them to move out of the way. Whilst some birds, such as waders, that
habitually fly just above the water surface will rarely be effected by wind turbines, other types such as birds
of prey will be flying at the same height or higher. Also many passerines will be flying at the same height along
with wildfowl such as ducks and geese, and depending on weather conditions such as wind, the movements
may be unpredictable. Often many bird species will fly very high whilst going across the English Channel but
with increasing wind speeds, whether head or tail, will bring the birds lower and that is when the turbines will
be at maximum speed. There will be considerable deaths to thousands of birds, many of which are protected
by law. Many would have run the gauntlet of flying over the Mediterranean regions where hundreds of
thousands of birds are needlessly shot twice a year on migration, then having to contend with another huge
obstacle in their way will just about finish off the survivors. One only has to look at bird migration routes to
see what hazard NAVITUS would be. One could not have positioned a wind farm in a more destructive area
for migrating birds. On close inspection of species at risk, one would find osprey, red and black kites, hen and
marsh harriers, cuckoos, swifts swallows and martins, thousands of geese and ducks that continue to Northern
France or Spain, Hoopoes, warblers in their thousands, many of which will never be found as they are so small.
Many sea birds such as gannets, of which the Channel Island colonies move north to fish directly through
NAVITUS, may be effected. Gannets often do fly high above the water to get a better view of fish shoals. So
much observation has shown that birds will get caught out at the best of times.
Surely even if a few birds get killed, then one must ask is it worth it or are there better ways? Humans waste
so much energy that we must change people’s living habits and consumption, not destroy our environment.
Some technical solutions work brilliantly, like LED light bulbs that can now cut your lighting bill by 80%. Others,
like road building, create more wasteful traffic, so more roads need to be built for the higher demand. The
whole of the UK is now criss-crossed with roads, splitting habitats and shortening the lives of thousands of
people from air pollution. Wind farms are not even a source of reliable electricity but kill birds, slash nearby
property values, ruin visual amenities, and still need gas fired backup. Bird kill is an important penalty among
a long list of penalties.
Research now suggests that many bird strike estimates were under estimated to up to fifty percent! Every real
research project into how many birds wind farms kill, collected much more data than anticipated and made
very shocking results around the world. Wind farms anywhere in the world are responsible for the deaths of
altogether, millions of birds every year. Some dead bird counts numbered hundreds of thousands. Other
estimated for large groups of turbines in estuaries account for up to five hundred thousand birds every year.
Conservation bodies around the world have been dismayed by the amount, that was always far greater than
they ever imagined. Energy companies have falsified the figures in many ways and agencies have allowed this.
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It seems that two bat species may become extinct because of wind turbines and several bird species may now
be at risk.
Wind turbines are often situated in places where higher wind is channelled over or through a point,
increasing the energy capture by a few percent. Unfortunately, migrating birds also take this path of least
resistance to be channelled into turbine vortices, lose control and be sucked into the blades. People have
watched this happen many times. Many very rare migrants have been seen flying into turbines. A rare vagrant
bird only seen three times in one particular country met its death by turbine in front of people gathered to
watch it! Rain, fog and sea mists can make it impossible for birds to navigate around known obstacles at the
best of times, so in these conditions birds alter height or lower themselves to meet the turbines. If NAVITUS
was to continue, they will have to get a licence to kill protected birds, as has now happened in Ontario for
Eagles!
These events are far from anecdotal and are well documented by reputable experts and posted on the
web. Birds do not exist alone. They are an essential part of the local ecology with every creature playing a role.
Damage to one can unbalance the many.
As a lifelong and professional Naturalist, a broadcaster, author and advisor to many Nature Reserves,
Councils and businesses, I am certain that this stretch of the south coast is the worst possible place for a large
wind farm like NAVITUS.
Jonathan McGowan
Bournemouth 2014
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REFERENCED WORK ON BIRDS v TURBINES
BIRD DEATHS
www.wind-watch.org/news/2013/11/23/guilty-plea-in-bird-deaths-at-wind-farms-a-first
www.wind-watch.org/news/2013/11/26/use-the-talons-wind-energy-turbines-associated-with-large-numbersof-bird-killings

Use the talons: Wind energy turbines associated with large numbers of
bird killings
Credit: The Blade | www.toledoblade.com | Use the talons: Justice must crack down on eagle deaths |
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette |www.post-gazette.com ~~
The Obama Administration has long supported renewable energy sources, such as wind power, that do not
create the pollution associated with climate change. That is wise as far as it goes, but White House wisdom so far has not
extended to being tough on wind farms that kill birds in excessive numbers.
Last week, the administration belatedly made up for its selective enforcement by reaching a settlement with
Duke Energy Corp. and its renewable-energy division, which pleaded guilty to killing 14 eagles and 149 other birds at
two Wyoming sites.
Although the administration had targeted traditional fossil-fuel companies with the same law, this was the first
time a wind firm had been prosecuted. “In this plea agreement, Duke Energy Renewables acknowledges that it
constructed these wind projects in a manner it knew beforehand would likely result in avian deaths,” said acting Assistant
Attorney General Robert Dreher of the Justice Department’s environmental and natural resources division.
Unfortunately, a penalty of $1 million is small change for an offense that needs to be deterred precisely because
it is so common. In September, a federal study found that wind turbines had killed at least 67 bald and golden eagles in
the past five years.
Wind farms are also a lethal threat to migratory birds and bats. But eagles — majestic raptors that gave the
nation its most compelling symbol — have a special claim on the nation’s affections.
George Fenwick, president of the American Bird Conservancy, said: “Wind energy is not green if it’s killing
hundreds of thousands of birds.” Energy firms say they are addressing the issue. But more must be done, such as siting
wind farms with a view to bird behavior and deterring birds before they hit turbines.
The government needs to be tough. A person who shot an eagle with a rifle would be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law. Wind energy companies should be held equally accountable.
baledger.com/n2brokenarrow/bird-collisions-with-wind-turbines-reviewed/article_3b01a7b2-520a-11e3-824d001a4bcf887a.html?mode=jqm
www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/fight-and-flight-the-collapse-of-the-uks-bird-population-is-a-nationaldisgrace-that-must-be-tackled-tim-birkhead-says/2009559.article
http://www.abcbirds.org/abcprograms/policy/collisions/index.html
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Birds and Collisions

Birds collected after colliding with buildings, Toronto 2009, by Kenneth Herdy, FLAP

Hundreds of millions of birds die each year in collisions with manmade structures, including glass windows and buildings,
communication towers, and wind turbines.
Thanks to the generous support of the Leon Levy Foundation, American Bird Conservancy continues to be a leading force
in ongoing efforts to protect birds from collisions, working with industry representatives, the federal government, and other
conservation groups to find solutions to this growing problem.
To get an idea of the rate of mortality when birds collide with manmade structures in the United States alone, take a look
at the following estimates:
Collisions
with:

Year of
estimate

Mortality
estimate low

Mortality
estimate high

Wind turbines

2009/10

100,000
(2010)

440,000
(2009)

Towers

2008

4,000,000

50,000,000

Power lines

2001

10,000,000

154,000,000

Roads/vehicles 2005

10,700,000

380,000,000

Urban light

2009

31,158,000

Glass

2006

100,000,000

1,000,000,000

www.protectwildscotland.org/wind/wind-news/fears-for-eagles-in-north-turbine-row
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-19/talks-begin-on-reducing-tasmania27s-world-heritage-area/5101266

Talks begin on Coalition plan to cut Tasmania's World Heritage Area
Updated Tue 19 Nov 2013, 9:27am AEDT

PHOTO: The Coalition flagged before the election it would

seek to undo the new World Heritage boundaries. (ABC)
RELATED STORY: Industry questions election mandate to tear up forest peace deal
RELATED STORY: Liberals pledge to log World Heritage forests
RELATED STORY: Greens leader warns forest activists will again target Asian markets
MAP: Hobart 7000

The Federal Environment Department has revealed it has started talks with UNESCO to reduce
Tasmania's newly-expanded World Heritage Area.
Under the forestry peace deal, 170,000 hectares were added to Tasmania's World Heritage Area earlier this
year, including parts of the Styx, the Florentine and the Great Western Tiers.
The Federal Coalition insisted at the time it did not support the deal, or the new boundaries, and would seek to
undo them if it won the election.
At a Senate Estimates session yesterday, the Federal Environment Department's Alex Rankin said there had
already been talks with the World Heritage Committee about boundary changes.
"They were very informal so it was just trying to get some clarification around what processes are available
within the operational guidelines of the World Heritage Committee for state parties to seek to change
boundaries of listed places and what processes we may need to go through," she said.
"The only option for Australia would be to renominate with a reduced boundary."
She said in the past, the committee has agreed to change boundaries in areas where the heritage values had
been destroyed or lost.
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